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Abstract: Business processes have undergone a significant transformation with the advent of the
process-oriented view in organizations. The increasing complexity of business processes and the
abundance of event data have driven the development and widespread adoption of process mining
techniques. However, the size and noise of event logs pose challenges that require careful analysis.
The inclusion of different sets of behaviors within the same business process further complicates
data representation, highlighting the continued need for innovative solutions in the evolving field
of process mining. Trace clustering is emerging as a solution to improve the interpretation of
underlying business processes. Trace clustering offers benefits such as mitigating the impact of
outliers, providing valuable insights, reducing data dimensionality, and serving as a preprocessing
step in robust pipelines. However, designing an appropriate clustering pipeline can be challenging
for non-experts due to the complexity of the process and the number of steps involved. For experts,
it can be time-consuming and costly, requiring careful consideration of trade-offs. To address the
challenge of pipeline creation, the paper proposes a genetic programming solution for trace clustering
pipeline synthesis that optimizes a multi-objective function matching clustering and process quality
metrics. The solution is applied to real event logs, and the results demonstrate improved performance
in downstream tasks through the identification of sub-logs.

Keywords: AutoML; trace clustering; pipeline synthesis; process mining

1. Introduction

Business processes have been central to organizational operations since the emergence
of process-oriented views of organizations. With the increase in event data and the intricate
nature of business processes, companies need to gain a deeper understanding of how
their processes operate in real-world situations. This need has led to the development
and growing adoption of process mining techniques as a key catalyst. Process mining
(PM), recognized as a significant innovation in business process management [1], is a new
discipline that combines process model-driven approaches with data mining. It offers
valuable insights into the actual operational dynamics of business processes. Process
mining is a critical tool for organizations, bridging the gap between machine learning, data
mining, and process modeling and analysis. It enables the extraction of valuable insights
from event logs, helping to identify, monitor, and improve business processes [2].

PM works on two basic assumptions: a process model outlines the lifecycle of a single
object (i.e., unit of analysis within a business process), and each event relates to exactly one
object of a particular type [3]. However, real life event logs are challenging, due to the size
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and noise of event logs, which require careful analysis. In addition, the different sets of
behaviors within the same business process increase the variability of traces (i.e., a sequence
of related events that are recorded in a log file or dataset), posing a data representation
challenge. These challenges highlight the continued need for innovative solutions in the
evolving field of process mining [4]. An event log is a collection of events that represents
a view of a process. Each event has three essential characteristics: case ID, activity, and
timestamp. The case ID helps to identify a particular event within the process and links
related events. Meanwhile, the timestamp organizes events and helps to identify potential
issues. An activity acts as a description or label, providing information about the specific
activity or event. This may include the type of operation, the user involved, or the event’s
outcome. Other attributes, such as cost, resources, and location, can also be added. Trace
refers to a sequence of related events that are recorded in a log file or dataset. Traces provide
a chronological description of how a particular case or instance of a process unfolded
over time.

Trace clustering is a method that aims to tackle the issue of noise present in event logs.
It does so by grouping similar traces or sequences of events, which enables the identification
of patterns and trends in the data. This simplifies the process of distinguishing meaningful
activity from irrelevant or noisy events. Ultimately, trace clustering streamlines the analysis
of the overall data.

Trace clustering is a significant aspect of process discovery as it helps in identifying
recurrent sequences of activities or events that occur within a process. These sequences
are consistent patterns that offer valuable insights into process dynamics. By isolating
these patterns, organisations can analyze, optimize, and improve their processes, leading
to greater efficiency and compliance. Hence, trace clustering is an essential process mining
tool that helps to unearth hidden patterns and derive actionable insights from operational
data. The resulting clusters delineate different pathways or process variants, providing the
basis for a more profound understanding of process behavior [5].

However, creating a trace clustering solution, called a pipeline, requires careful con-
sideration of various steps, including data preprocessing, feature extraction, similarity
measurement, clustering algorithm selection, parameter tuning, and cluster evaluation,
as mentioned in [4]. Several approaches have been explored in other fields to overcome
the issue of pipeline creation. The process of creating data mining pipelines capable of
inferring and/or predicting dataset patterns is a complex effort that requires expertise
not only in the domain of the problem related to the data [6] but also in the data mining
field [7].

A recent solution is pipeline synthesis, which is one of the focuses of the area known
as automated machine learning (AutoML) [8]. It aims to develop techniques that can
make decisions about pipeline conception in a data-driven, objective, and automated
manner—the user simply provides data, and the AutoML system automatically determines
the approach that performs best for a particular application [9].

Specifically for trace clustering, researchers in the field of process mining continue to
work on addressing effectively handling process variants and concurrency, especially in
scenarios where multiple paths or activities can occur simultaneously. Choosing appropri-
ate parameters for clustering algorithms (e.g., distance metrics, number of clusters) can be
non-trivial and may require domain expertise. Suboptimal parameter settings can lead to
poor clustering quality.

Considering the complexity of designing trace clustering pipelines and the limitations
of current approaches, this paper proposes a solution based on genetic programming for
trace clustering pipeline synthesis. The solution was tested on four event logs benchmarks,
and the results indicate its viability in balancing several indicators. Moreover, an evaluation
is provided touching on the relationship between pipeline steps. Finally, the implementa-
tion provides a pipeline prototype that can be easily applied by practitioners. The main
contributions of this work are:

• A new method for trace clustering pipeline synthesis based on AutoML.
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• We present a state-of-the-art review of trace clustering and correlate it with the theo-
retical basic aspects of PM.

• We introduce the usage of a multi-objective function for trace clustering, based on
combining clustering and process discovery metrics to improve clustering quality.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses research
connected with the trace clustering problem. Section 3 presents the theoretical basis for
this work, focusing on PM notations and the trace clustering pipeline synthesis. Section 4
follows by presenting the proposed approach for automated pipeline design for clustering
event logs. Section 5 presents the results of the experiments developed from the perspectives
of PM and data mining. Section 6 discusses the results and presents the current limitations
of the solution and the experimental setup. Finally, Section 7 leaves the final remarks and
indicates possible future research directions.

2. Related Work

The problem of clustering event logs has been discussed at length in the PM literature.
In this review, we focus on trace clustering methods, the main goal of which is finding
groups of behaviors within a business process [10] emphasizing the pipeline complexity,
i.e., from encoding to algorithm selection and hyperparameter tuning. It follows that the
identification of sublogs leads to a better understanding of the process for stakeholders
and improves output quality for downstream tasks, e.g., process discovery by providing
simpler and more comprehensible models [11].

An initial step for clustering traces is deciding the representational scheme. Greco et al. [12]
used n-grams to map event data to feature vectors, whereas Song et al. [13] emphasized
the importance of trace clustering in identifying process variants in diverse environments.
They proposed a generic approach that effectively addresses diversity-related issues by
breaking down the log into smaller, more homogeneous subsets of traces. They used trace
profiles that characterize cases based on specific features extracted from the log to achieve
this. These profiles play a crucial role in assessing the similarity of points to be clustered,
providing a systematic method for analyzing process instances and extracting valuable
insights for process optimization.

Bose et al. [11] used the string edit distance between traces (represented as strings)
to measure their distance. To adjust to the PM domain, the authors propose particular
weights depending on the operation type. Bui et al. [14] proposed a new trace clustering
algorithm that utilizes trace context. The algorithm comprises two phases: Determining
trace context and building clustering. One of the major benefits of this algorithm is its
ability to work directly with the trace data without the need for converting them into an
intermediate representation. Another significant advantage is that it can automatically de-
tect the optimal number of clusters, which reduces the complexity compared to traditional
clustering techniques.

Boltenhagen et al. [15] proposed an improved version of the trace clustering method
that enables cluster centroids to have a more complex structure. This enhancement is
beneficial when dealing with concurrency and loop constructs in process models. By
incorporating concurrency and loop considerations, the clustering method becomes more
robust and efficient in analyzing event logs. The outcome is a more abstract representation
of trace variants, which simplifies interpretation and reduces redundancy within clusters.

Jablonski et al. [16] introduced a new approach to trace clustering that aims to enhance
the quality and conformity of processes. The approach suggests that considering different
perspectives is crucial for this purpose. It provides a comprehensive definition of similarity
between traces by combining information about performed activities, utilized resources,
and data values. However, calculating the optimal weights for this computation is a
costly process.

Clustering event logs can be seen as a preprocessing step to identify sublogs, thus
improving the quality of downstream tasks, such as process discovery [17]. Other common
encoding methods applied are bags of activities [18], dependency spaces [19], and log
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footprints [10], for instance. In terms of clustering, a plethora of different methods were
already applied, e.g., k-means [12,20], hierarchical clustering [11,20], spectral clustering [19],
and constrained clustering [21]. Moreover, clustering algorithms are known for being very
sensitive to hyperparameter setting, by virtue of this, one should consider that these
methods require a significant effort towards correctly adjusting the setup.

The complexity of defining a trace clustering pipeline is huge, which hampers its
application in many scenarios. Stakeholders often have the process knowledge; however,
specialists might also be overwhelmed by the overabundance of options, leading to a
trial-and-error approach where optimization dimensions are not well defined. Given the
complexity of defining clustering steps, Tavares et al. [4] proposed a method based on
meta-learning to pipelines considering event log behavior as a guide. The authors propose
a framework that extracts meta-features (i.e., descriptors) to quantify the behavior of an
event log. Then, the defined pipeline space is applied to the event log collection with the
aim of finding the best configuration (meta-target). In this way, finding an optimal setup is
transformed into a classification problem. A classifier learns the mapping between meta-
features and meta-targets and, given a new event log, its meta-features are retrieved and
the classifier recommends a pipeline. The approach is the first in the direction of optimizing
trace clustering pipelines. However, it falls short in several aspects. First, the pipeline
space is highly limited because the computational cost of applying all possible pipelines
to the log collection is huge. Moreover, by transforming the pipeline synthetization into a
classification problem, the recommendation quality is limited by the classifier performance,
which is further impacted in imbalanced scenarios. Finally, the step to choose the best
solution is based on positional ranking, which cannot reflect well the distances to the
optimal metrics.

Pipeline synthesis can be defined as a process of optimizing elements (i.e., steps) in the
combined algorithms and hyperparameters search space. Therefore, it is a difficult problem
to model since the search space is highly dimensional and the steps may have hierarchical
dependencies, such as hyperparameters that only harmonize if combined with a specific
algorithm [22]. In general, AutoML solutions can be divided into two groups. The first
group uses local search approaches: starting from a fixed structure of pipeline steps, the
search space is divided by first performing a selection of clustering algorithms (or data
preprocessors) and then optimizing their parameters [22,23]. In turn, the second group
explores the global search approach: it represents pipeline components as data structures
and then applies evolutionary computation on the structures to obtain the most optimized
dynamic pipeline possible [6,24].

A solution for automated design of trace clustering pipelines based on meta-learning
was proposed by Tavares et al. [4]. The authors presented a method to provide pipeline
recommendations based on event log behavior. For that, descriptors are extracted and a
ranking function defines an optimal pipeline (considering the available search space). The
problem is then converted into a classification task, with a traditional predictive model built
based on the relationship between event log behavior and optimal solutions. However, the
approach falls short as it relies on a considerable collection of event logs to provide good
performing recommendations. Moreover, the computational cost is high as every possible
pipeline needs to be tested against all event logs.

Therefore, considering the complexity of designing decent trace clustering pipelines
and the limitations of automated solutions, we propose a method to find the optimal cluster-
ing design, from the encoding algorithm to a particular algorithm and its hyperparameters,
based only on a given event log. In this manner, the automation of trace clustering not
only provides a readily available prototype but also promotes interpretability and helps
conserve resources.

3. Preliminaries

This section presents the main foundations for this research, mainly concepts regard-
ing PM and AutoML. With regard to the definition of traditional event logs, we present
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some universes in Definition 1 [25] and then the definition of traditional event logs in
Definition 2 [25].

Definition 1 (Universe). Uev is the universe of events, Uact is the universe of activities, Ucase
is the universe of cases, Utime is the universe of timestamps, Uatt = {act, case, time, . . . } is the
universe of attributes, Uval is the universe of values, and Umap = Uatt ̸→ Uval is the universe of
attribute-value mappings. We assume that Uact ∪ Ucase ∪ Utime ⊆ Uval , ⊥̸∈ Uval , and for any f
∈ Umap : f (act) ∈ Uact ∪ {⊥}, f(case) ∈ Ucase ∪ {⊥}, and f(time) ∈ Utime ∪ {⊥}.

Definition 2 (Event Log). An event log is a tuple L =( E, # , ≺ ) consisting of a set of events E
⊆ Uev, a mapping # ∈ E → Umap, and a strict partial ordering ≺⊆ ExE on events.
For any e ∈ E and att ∈ dom(#(e)): #att(e) = #(e)(att) is the value of attribute att for event e.
For example, #_act(e),#_case(e), and #time(e) are the activity, case, and timestamp for an event e.
The ordering of events respects time, i.e., if ei, e2 ∈ E, #time(e1) ̸=⊥, #time(e2) ̸=⊥, and
#time(e1) < #time(e2), then e2 ⊀ e1.

To work with trace clustering, we present the definition of the trace in Definition 3 [25],
and then the definition of trace clustering in Definition 4 [15].

Definition 3 (Trace). A trace σ =< a1, a2, . . . , an >∈ U∗
act is a sequence of events, with the

constraint that, for all 0 < i < j ≤ m, time(ei) ≤ time(ej). L(σ) is the number of times trace σ
appears in the event log L.

Definition 4 (Trace Clustering). Given a log L, a trace clustering over L is a partition over a
(possible proper) subset of the traces in L.

As in most PM pipelines, trace clustering techniques ingest event logs. Within the
scope of our study, we aim to extract the traces from an event log and map them into a
numerical feature space by encoding their behavior. Therefore, a function that projects
event data into another feature space is required.

Definition 5 (Encoding [26]). Assuming an event log L, encoding is a function fe that maps L to
a feature space, i.e., fe : L → Rn, where Rn is an n-dimensional real vector space.

Encoding is the first step for trace clustering which should then be combined with
subsequent steps to form a pipeline.

Definition 6 (Trace clustering pipeline synthesis [9]). Let fe ∈ Fe be an encoding function in
an encoding space, let ϕ = {ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρn} be the space containing all different preprocessors, such
that ∀ρ1, ρ2 ∈ ϕ, ρ1 ◦ ρ2 ∈ ϕ, let C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} be a set of clustering algorithms, and let the
hyperparameters of each clustering algorithm Ci have a domain θi ∈ Θ. A trace clustering pipeline
is defined by the tuple ( fe

i ∈ Fe, ρi ∈ ϕ, ci ∈ C, θi ∈ Θ). The trace clustering pipeline synthesis is
the problem of finding a pipeline p ∈ P that maximizes the performance of an objective function π∗.

Hence, automating the design of a trace clustering pipelines involves optimizing a
scoring function, typically composed of relevant metrics of interest.

4. Materials and Methods

This work presents a novel method that leverages the application of genetic program-
ming (GP) techniques to synthesize trace clustering pipelines specifically tailored for PM
based on AutoML. The proposed method employs an evolutionary algorithm to automat-
ically generate and optimize clustering pipelines by evolving a population of potential
solutions, as depicted in Figure 1. It combines the optimization power of evolutionary
computation with the domain knowledge of PM to generate effective trace clustering
pipelines tailored to event log datasets. In this section, we provide a detailed description
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of the methodology, its implementation, and the experimental results demonstrating its
effectiveness in enhancing quality metrics.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed trace clustering approach.

The synthesis of pipelines for event log data proposed by this work is based on
the representation of a trace clustering pipeline’s steps as nodes in a tree data structure.
The sequences of combinations between different encodings, preprocessing techniques,
clustering algorithms, and their hyperparameters constitute the individuals of a diverse
population [6]. The optimization process of the proposed method starts with the generation
of an initial population size of 25 individuals. This population is iterated for 10 generations
with a mutation rate of 0.9 and a crossover rate of 0.1. The initial population is created by
randomly generating pipelines, which are then evaluated for performance using a multi-
objective (MO) function. Once the quality of the pipelines is assessed, the optimization
process continues by generating a new population based on the fittest pipelines, where the
best combinations of operators according to the MO function are kept and perpetuated to
new individuals through GP techniques, such as crossover and mutation. This process is
repeated until a predefined number of generations is optimized and the fittest individual is
selected [27]. We expanded mainly on the functionality of the Tree-based Optimization Tool
(TPOT) [28], which has an interesting mechanism that also takes into account the length
(number of steps) of the pipelines in the optimization process. This assures that the trace
clustering pipelines generated by our proposed method not only have a good performance
by the MO function but also a simple and understandable pipeline.

4.1. Dataset

We used four real publicly available datasets already employed widely in the literature.
BPI12 (https://data.4tu.nl/articles/dataset/BPI_Challenge_2012/12689204, accessed on 17
March 2024) represents a loan application process from a Dutch bank. As BPI12 is a huge
event log, we sampled 15% of all events to facilitate computation. Moreover, the goal is
to demonstrate the approach’s ability to identify behaviors within the log; therefore, we
do not envision the sampling as an issue. The next two event logs (BPI13CP (https://data.
4tu.nl/datasets/1987a2a6-9f5b-4b14-8d26-ab7056b17929, accessed on 17 March 2024) and
BPI13I (https://data.4tu.nl/datasets/0fc5c579-e544-4fab-9143-fab1f5192432, accessed on
17 March 2024)) report the problem management for incidents in a vehicle manufacturer
organization. Finally, we included the Helpdesk (https://data.4tu.nl/datasets/94ee26c8-7
8f6-4387-b32b-f028f2103a2c, accessed on 17 March 2024) event log picturing a process for
the ticket management of an Italian software company.

As presented in Table 1, the dataset collection comprehends processes from several
different domains. Moreover, the characteristics of the logs vary considerably, e.g., the ratio
of variants to several cases ranges from 0.05 to 0.45. We also highlight good variation in
several activities and trace lengths. We hypothesize that by having a diverse collection, the
experiments force the proposed approach to deal with very different scenarios, measuring
its generality.

https://data.4tu.nl/articles/dataset/BPI_Challenge_2012/12689204
https://data.4tu.nl/datasets/1987a2a6-9f5b-4b14-8d26-ab7056b17929
https://data.4tu.nl/datasets/1987a2a6-9f5b-4b14-8d26-ab7056b17929
https://data.4tu.nl/datasets/0fc5c579-e544-4fab-9143-fab1f5192432
https://data.4tu.nl/datasets/94ee26c8-78f6-4387-b32b-f028f2103a2c
https://data.4tu.nl/datasets/94ee26c8-78f6-4387-b32b-f028f2103a2c
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Table 1. Statistics (number of cases, number of events, number of activities, trace length, number of
variants) describing the used event logs (Logs).

Logs #Cases #Events #Activities Trace Length #Variants

BPI12 1854 39,330 24 3–130 834
BPI13CP 1487 6660 4 1–35 183
BPI13I 7554 65,533 4 1–123 1551
Helpdesk 4580 21,348 14 2–15 226

4.2. Encoding

In the context of this work, we modified TPOT to cater to the clustering task in process
mining (PM) datasets. Since these data have unique characteristics, we added an encoding
functionality to the pipeline’s search space. These encoding methods capture various
aspects of how event log data are represented. They help in discovering optimal clustering
pipelines that are specific to PM datasets. This involves converting sequential data into a
numerical format that can be processed and analyzed in subsequent pipeline steps. The
encoding technique that maps traces from the event log space into a numerical feature
space is a crucial element in the trace clustering pipeline. This numerical representation
can then be integrated with downstream data mining algorithms, as discussed in previous
work by [29–31]. A recent survey on several encoding techniques from different natures
and families demonstrated that there is no unique optimal encoding method for any
scenario [32]. Moreover, depending on which dimensions one is interested in optimizing,
distinct methods can be considered. This issue is aggravated in environments with multiple
objectives, revealing the importance of trading-off between dimensions. Considering
the need to provide a robust and diverse algorithm space, we employed four encoding
techniques from various families: one-hot, alignment, word2vec, and node2vec. It is
important to note that the implemented proposal can have an expanded repertoire of
encoding techniques, aligning with the design pattern outlined in the repository.

One-hot encoding is the most common technique used in PM. It works by transforming
a variable (with n different values) into an array representing a binary vector with the i-th
position set to one when a value appears [33]. For event data, one-hot encodes activities as
categories where each trace has a corresponding feature vector based on the occurrence and
positions of activities in that trace. The size of the feature vector is equal to the vocabulary
size of the business process. The alignments are a conformance checking technique that
aims at comparing behavior between a model and an event log [34]. More specifically, it
aims at directly relating traces to valid execution sequences allowed by the model and,
with that, producing several features, such as the associated cost of moves and a fitness
value, which are used as feature vector representing traces. Word embeddings have
also been used to encode event data [29,31]. We choose word2vec considering its wide
use across studies. Word2vec builds upon the concept that words appearing in similar
contexts generate similar encodings. For that, it trains a neural network to reconstruct
the linguistic context in a document. The embedding comes from the weights of the
neural network. For event data, the trace representation comes from the aggregation of
each activity’s embeddings. Finally, as processes can also be represented as graphs, we
employed node2vec [35] aiming to explore the relationships between nodes and their
neighborhoods. The node representations come from second-order random walks focusing
on a trade-off between breadth and width searches. As in word2vec, trace representation
comes from aggregation of activities representations, which, in this scenario, are the nodes.

4.3. Clustering

In addition to the encoding methods afforded mentioned, the optimization search
space of the proposed method is composed of multiple preprocess methods, clustering
algorithms, and hyperparameters that are implemented in the machine learning library
sklearn [36]. The preprocessers present in the search space perform a range of different
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data transformations which can reveal different aspects of the dataset and help the pipeline
to find the clustering groups. They are the following: MinMaxScaler, Normalizer, and
StandardScaler. Additionally, there is also the feature selector VarianceThreshold and feature
decomposers PCA and FastICA that perform a similar function in the pipeline. Finally,
the unsupervised algorithms that compose the search space cover the most relevant types
of clustering for the domain problem of this work; this set of algorithms is intended to
provide the proposed optimization method with a diversity of options and characteristics
for the creation of pipelines [37]. They include the hierarchical clustering algorithm Ag-
glomerativeClustering, the density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN, the centroid-based
algorithms MiniBatchKMeans, and the graph-based SpectralClustering. The hyperparam-
eters of the search space are dependent on the clustering algorithms, where not every
hyperparameter is available to every clustering algorithm.

4.4. Optimization

The evolutionary process is guided by an MO optimization function that integrates
two important metrics: the widely used silhouette coefficient and a PM metric known as the
sequence entropy. By considering both metrics, our proposed method aims to optimize the
clustering pipelines based not only on the quality of the resulting clusters but also on their
conformity to PM requirements, such as model quality and log complexity.

The silhouette coefficient is a non-supervised metric capable of evaluating the quality
of the spatial distribution of clustering results [38]. It provides a measure of how far each
data point in a cluster is away from other clusters in the dataset. The coefficient ranges from
−1 to 1, where values closer to 1 indicate that most of the data points are well clustered,
with a significantly higher distance from neighboring clusters in comparison to their cluster.
A value near 0 indicates that the data points are in a similar distance between their cluster
and another cluster. Finally, a negative value suggests that the data points might have
been assigned to the wrong cluster, as their distance to neighboring clusters is smaller than
their distance to their cluster. By calculating the silhouette coefficient for each data point
and then averaging them across the entire dataset, we can assess the overall quality of a
clustering solution.

Sequence entropy is an extension of the entropy metric for event logs that takes into
account the sequence of events in a log [39]. It calculates the entropy of the event sequence,
considering the relative frequency of different sequences in the log. The sequence with the
highest frequency has a higher proportion and contributes more to the calculated entropy.
The sequence entropy metric is used to assess the variability and complexity of the event
sequence in a process. The metric ranges from 0 to 1, where high sequence entropy indicates
greater diversity of sequences and lower predictability in process execution, while low
sequence entropy suggests greater regularity and predictability in the event sequences.

Since the metrics proposed for the pipeline optimization have different ranges, our
MO function consists of the mean average of the normalized metrics of every individual
pipeline in the evaluated generation. Furthermore, we inverted the values of the silhouette
coefficient, i.e., the optimization process minimizes the MO function, where pipelines with
an MO score closer to 0 have a good fit.

4.5. Decision-Making

The complexity of business processes often results in a significant volume of events in
logs, leading to numerous relationships and introducing significant noise. Trace clustering
is a valuable tool in mitigating this complexity, but the existence of different behaviors in
event logs adds an additional layer of complexity.

Our primary goal is to use a trace clustering pipeline to gain insights into the behavior
of event logs, which can support various tasks related to business processes. The challenge
of noise in event logs comes from irrelevant or extraneous information that can obscure
meaningful patterns or insights within the data. Event logs, which document activities or
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events, are critical for monitoring and troubleshooting. However, noise from a variety of
sources can prevent effective analysis of these logs.

Mathematically, our goal is to generate an optimal clustering solution, denoted π∗.
Here, P represents a pipeline consisting of a coding function fe, a preprocessor ρ, a clustering
algorithm c, and its hyperparameters θ, which together form the set of steps that yields the
pipeline with the lowest average mean of its silhouette coefficient and sequence entropy
over the entire set of pipelines generated during the optimization process for an event log
L. The equation represents this optimization process (1):

π∗ = arg min
π∈Comb( f ∗e ,ρ∗ ,C∗ ,θ∗)

P
({

arg min
f i
e∈Fe ,ρi∈ϕ,ci∈C,θi∈Θ

{
Mean(S, E) | j = 1, . . . , p

}}
(1)

Here, Comb( f ∗e , ρ∗, C∗, θ∗) represents the set of possible combinations of the optimal
encoding function, preprocessor, clustering algorithm, and their respective hyperparame-
ters. The optimization involves minimizing the mean of the silhouette coefficient (S) and
sequence entropy (E) over a range of pipelines generated from different combinations of
functions and parameters.

The silhouette coefficient (S) and sequence entropy (E) are defined as follows:

S = silj( f i
e , ρi, ci, θi(L)) E = entropyj( f i

e , ρi, ci, θi(L)) (2)

These equations express the silhouette coefficient and sequence entropy calculated for
each pipeline j using the corresponding encoding function f i

e , preprocessor ρi, clustering
algorithm ci, and their hyperparameters θi applied to the event log L.

5. Results

This section presents a discussion based on the results collected. We divide the
discussion into two complementary perspectives: process mining (PM) and data mining.
From one side, we illustrate how stakeholders can benefit from easily identifying groups of
behaviors in an event log. Then, we look at the contribution of designing complex pipelines
using genetic programming (GP).

The experiments were conducted on a high-end workstation, a Dell Precision 5820
Tower X-Series, with the following hardware specifications:

• CPU: Intel Core i9-10980XE featuring 18 cores, 36 threads, and a maximum clock speed
of 4.6 GHz.

• Memory: 62.5 GiB of RAM.
• Storage: Two SK Hynix PC801 NVMe 1TB drives.
• GPU: NVIDIA Quadro T1000 Mobile (TU117GLM).
• Operating System: Ubuntu 22.04.2 LTS (Jammy Jellyfish)

The implementation is available for replication purposes (https://github.com/Meta-
Group/tpot_pm, accessed on 17 March 2024).

5.1. Process Mining Perspective

We first report results connected with PM to demonstrate the viability of our method.
Table 2 presents several process quality measurements before and after the clustering
process. For this experiment, we computed the original log fitness, precision, and entropy.
Then, the log is submitted to the proposed methodology to find a suitable pipeline for trace
clustering. Then, we measure the same metrics and compare the performance improvement
or decline. Note that for the clustered metrics, the reported value is the weighted average
of all discovered clusters.

It is noticeable that the original event logs already had good fitness performance with
three of them reaching over 0.9, and two with almost perfect fitness. When comparing
with clustered event logs, two different behaviors arise. First, for BPI12 and BPI13CP, the
obtained sublogs had a small fitness variation, remaining similar to the complete logs. For

https://github.com/Meta-Group/tpot_pm
https://github.com/Meta-Group/tpot_pm
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BPI13I, a significant decrease in fitness value is observed. The log is characterized by having
lengthy traces (reaching up to 123 events) with a limited vocabulary (four activities), which
makes the identification of sublogs complex since most behavior is similar. For Helpdesk,
we envision the opposite phenomenon, i.e., a high increase in fitness values. This behavior
is explained by the number of discovered clusters being the same as the number of variants.
That is, the trace clustering pipeline identified the event log variants and grouped traces
based on which variant they belong to. Therefore, the fitness increases as clusters are more
concise, i.e., they have less variability. Regarding precision, BPI12 originally had a very low
performance, which was increased substantially by the clustered log. For BPI13CP and
Helpdesk, the clustered log presented a very controlled variation when compared with
the entire log. Finally, BPI13I, as with fitness, also presented a considerable performance
decrease for this metric. Given the clear performance drop for BPI13I, the synthesized
pipeline did not favor the quality of generated process models representing the cluster
behaviors. On the contrary, for BPI12 and Helpdesk, the discovered pipeline was found to
show an increase in the model quality metrics.

Table 2. Performance metrics before and after clustering. The sublogs identified by our method are
always simpler (less entropic) than the originals. The percentages describe the percentage increase
(green) or decrease (red) in comparison with the original event log.

Log BPI12 BPI13CP BPI13I Helpdesk

Fitness 0.93 0.99 0.99 0.73
Precision 0.37 0.93 0.94 0.94
Entropy 0.44 0.31 0.40 0.25
Number of Clusters 98 25 92 226
Clustered Fitness (I) 0.95 (2%) 0.96 (−3%) 0.68 (−30%) 0.99 (26%)
Clustered Precision (I) 0.66 (29%) 0.86 (−6%) 0.55 (−39%) 0.95 (1%)
Clustered Entropy (I) 0.18 (26%) 0.15 (16%) 0.14 (27%) 0.02 (24%)

When analyzing entropy, the improvement over the original logs is evident (ranging
from 16% to 27%). This result indicates that the identified sublogs are inherently coherent.
Therefore, the complexity downgrade can enable a better understanding of how an event
log is composed of different behaviors. Although smaller event logs tend to have a lower
complexity (meaning that sublogs have this tendency), clustering traces do not necessarily
lead to an entropy decrease, i.e., random trace clustering would not be consistent with
entropy decline. Except for Helpdesk, we observe that the number of discovered clusters
is not directly correlated with the number of variants of a given log. Considering the
number of variants of the original event logs, we believe the number of clusters discovered
is healthy as the pipelines were able to group similar behaviors without limiting clusters to
have only a unique variant.

Overall, the results indicate a possible trade-off between the model quality metrics (fitness
and precision) and the log complexity (entropy), which is the case for BPI13CP and BPI13I.
For both BPI12 and Helpdesk, the clustered event logs improved all metrics concomitantly.

For the next experiment, we aimed to provide a visual representation of the clustered
space. For that, we sampled 10% of the Helpdesk event log to improve readability. The
synthesized pipeline discovered was composed of the alignments encodings, the Standard-
Scaler preprocessor, and MiniBatchKmeans as the cluster with k as 4. Figure 2 shows the
clustered space after dimensionality reduction was applied with PCA. Since most distances
were respected (high explained variance), we can rely on the visual representation of traces
and clusters. Although the border points cluster association is debatable, the clusters are
concise and well separated, as indicated by the obtained silhouette score (0.79). The entropy
was also diminished from 0.22 to 0.09. To strengthen the argument of complexity decrease,
we also consider the number of nodes and edges of the leveraged directly follow graph.
The original log contained 12 nodes and 30 edges. The respective number of nodes and
edges for clusters 0, 1, 2, 3 are: 8 and 18, 2 and 1, 10 and 23, 5 and 7. The distribution
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of the graph objects shows that each cluster contains different behavior, also highlighted
by the number of nodes, which reflect the number of activities. Therefore, this example
demonstrates how the complexity (measured from several perspectives) was alleviated by
our proposal of automated pipeline synthesis.
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Figure 2. Clustered space for a sample of Helpdesk. The synthesized pipeline identified 4 clusters
representing different trace behaviors.

The associations between pipeline steps are also worth investigating as the encoding
method determines the output quality of subsequent tasks [32]. For this, we submitted
each event log ten times to our method. Figure 3 reports the frequency of how each
encoding method is combined with a clustering algorithm. Notably, there is a good balance
between encoding methods (except for one-hot, which never appears in the final pipeline).
Alignments appear more frequently associated with MiniBatchKMeans and DBSCAN, with
the same following for node2vec. Word2vec presented the most heterogeneous behavior,
being combined with all possible clusters. Regarding clustering solutions, MiniBatchKMeans
and DBSCAN appear very often, while SpectralClustering and AgglomerativeClustering are
infrequent, demonstrating that the former group matches better the distributions of our
event log collection. To generalize this conclusion for the event log space, more logs should
be included in the experiments.

AgglomerativeClustering

DBSCAN

MiniBatchKMeans

SpectralClustering

alignments

node2vec

word2vec

Figure 3. Sankey visualization of associations between encoding techniques and clustering algorithms.
Each color represents a solution obtained by the combination of a given encoding method and a particular
algorithm. The thickness of colored regions refers to the frequency of a combined pair.
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5.2. Data Mining Perspective

We present a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed method from a data mining
perspective. The evaluation compares the performance of our method against a random
search approach, both operating within the same search space and event logs. Random
search is a simple and intuitive method used in optimization and hyperparameter tuning.
In the context of this work, it involves randomly sampling and combining the steps of
clustering pipelines from the defined search space. Random search is a good competitor
for optimization tests due to its simplicity, exploration capability, baseline performance,
robustness to noise, computational efficiency, and its usefulness in benchmarking and
comparative analysis. We analyze and interpret the results obtained by comparing the
runs from random search and the proposed method, focusing on key metrics, such as
the silhouette coefficient, the sequence entropy, and the execution time. Through this
analysis, we aim to provide insights into the effectiveness and efficiency of our method in
synthesizing trace clustering pipelines.

The experimentation involved running the random search and proposed approach ten
times for each of the four datasets (totaling 40 runs). Each run had a budget of 250 pipelines,
resulting in a total of 2500 pipelines generated for each approach per dataset. Overall, a
total of 10,000 pipelines were generated and evaluated throughout the experimentation
process. For the evaluation, we ranked the best performing ones from the random search,
selecting the pipeline with the best performance for each of its 40 runs.

The performance metric chosen was the Euclidean distance between a point repre-
senting the optimal values of the silhouette coefficient and the sequence entropy (1 and
0, respectively) and the values obtained by each pipeline. The aim was to assess how
close the generated pipelines were to the ideal values. As shown in Figure 4, the results
of the evaluation indicated that the proposed method outperformed the random search
algorithm in terms of pipeline performance. The pipelines generated by the proposed
method exhibited mostly smaller or at least similar Euclidean distances to the ideal values
in comparison to random search. Additionally, the evaluation considered the time required
for pipeline generation. The proposed method was less time-consuming compared to the
random search algorithm. This indicates that the proposed method achieved superior
performance while also being more efficient in terms of computational resources.
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Figure 4. Visualization of the performance per execution time of random search and the pro-
posed method.

Overall, the experiment showcased the advantage of the proposed method in terms
of reduced computational time, making it a promising approach for generating trace
clustering pipelines.
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6. Discussion and Limitations

The experiments aimed to capture several complimentary qualitative aspects of clus-
tered event logs. From the metrics perspective, we observe a trade off between model
quality and log complexity for two logs (BPI13CP and BPI13I). That is, the cost of reducing
entropy also implies diminishing the average model’s fitness and precision. Contrarily, for
BPI12 and Helpdesk, we observe an increase in both facets. The relationship between the
balance within these metrics might be influenced by the underlying log behavior. More
experiments to generalize these findings are necessary. Overall, the method showed a
good capability in reducing complexity throughout the experiments, indicating that trace
clustering pipeline synthesis can enable a better understanding of behaviors in event logs.
The second part of the experiments demonstrated that random modeling leads to sub-
optimal results as the pipeline search space is enormous and finding a suitable sequence of
algorithms is not a simple task. In terms of time consumption, the proposed method also
delivers consistently.

Furthermore, a few limitations can also be identified. First, the collection of event logs
is limited; further investigation needs to be conducted to analyze the proposed method
when facing diverse scenarios. Although there exists research in the direction of automating
trace clustering pipeline design [4], a direct comparison is not viable for a few reasons. The
pipeline search space of these methods is different (our proposal is much more extensive),
which hinders a fair evaluation. The meta-learning based method also requires a high
number of event logs to build the meta-database. Finally, the MO function is significantly
different, meaning that each method optimizes distinct dimensions.

We believe the proposed approach takes one step further in the incorporation of
automated pipeline synthesis in PM. The biggest contribution is releasing the burden from
specialists who would need to design trace clustering pipelines by trial-and-error. With
an automated solution, analysis is facilitated and human time can be freed. Moreover, the
approach is similar to zero-shot learning as it does not need to build a knowledge database.
One can simply plug the desired event log to find its corresponding pipeline.

7. Conclusions

Process mining involves extracting information from event logs, which are often large,
noisy, and contain many relationships. This can result in the creation of complex models
that are difficult to interpret. To address this problem, trace clustering is used to identify
groups with similar behavior. However, selecting appropriate trace clustering parameters
can be daunting when dealing with vast amounts of data.

Clustering algorithms are sensitive to hyperparameters, requiring optimization and
hyperparameter search spaces. AutoML automates this process by selecting algorithms
and hyperparameters. Nevertheless, the construction of trace clustering pipelines remains
complex and involves several complicated steps.

To address these challenges, we propose an automated method for synthesizing trace
clustering pipelines using genetic programming (GP). Our approach optimizes various
dimensions to find an optimal pipeline. The results demonstrate the viability of our solution
in real-world scenarios, balancing model quality with sublog complexity. Our analysis
spans both process mining (PM) and data mining perspectives, providing valuable insights
for business analysis while maintaining rigorous optimization goals.

For future research, further experiments are needed to generalize the presented results,
including the inclusion of additional event logs in the pipeline. Additionally, exploring dif-
ferent AutoML-based methods with different multi-objective (MO) optimization functions
could provide a more robust approach to pipeline synthesis.
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